RAS Chapter News from Around the Globe
Chapter News (Fig ure 1) . The talk was filled with en ergy, the room was packed, and students were sitting in stairways just to hear the pre sentation. Madhavan op ened by candid ly talking about some misconcep tions that go hand in hand with robotics. He ad dressed issues such as the socalled Hollywood effect and how film portray als of robotics can negatively affect the field as a whole.
He then jumped right into some of the most prominent humanitarian uses of robotics, from machines that check for mines, to robots that help perform searchandrescue functions and map areas with the global posi tioning system before and after na tural disasters. Madhavan talked extensively about applications for dif ferent kinds of robots and delved into how robotic automation could be used to improve humanity's quality of life.
All of these topics served to whet the appetite of students looking to use their robotics knowledge to help society. The speaker was able to show the students the different resources offered by the local IEEE Robotics and Automation Society (RAS) branch and talk about how students could take advantage of these benefits and even enter competi tions through it.
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To start the program, Raunak Gupta welcomed the 31 dignitaries and partic ipants, informing them that this was the Student Branch's third event this year. He said that robotics, being an interdisciplinary field, has a large num ber of applications in every walk of life, such as manufacturing and the medical, aerospace, and automotive industries.
During the TEPR, the participants learned basic robot design, function, and control. Yadav explained the com ponents used in making a robot. Stu dents learned fabrication techniques through a handson, practical session ( Figure 6 ). They worked on various algorithms, such as Line Follower Robot and Edge Follower Robot. During the last TEPR segment, the organizers sprang a quiz to assess attendees' knowl edge, and the top six participants were awarded a certificate of merit.
At the conclusion of the program, Chauhan expressed his thanks to the audience. He also assured everyone that the Student Branch would pro vide the best of opportunities to all of the institute's budding engineers, researchers, and professors who are keen to pursue future explorations in the field of robotics.
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